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The Bloomberg App Portal  
simplifies access and entitlements  
for third-party content.
WHAT IS THE BLOOMBERG APP PORTAL? 
To ensure that Bloomberg Professional® service subscribers have access to the 
best analytics from around the globe, Bloomberg offers a variety of third-party 
content via the Terminal. However, locating these services and administering 
entitlements has been cited as a key challenge for some clients. 

To address these concerns we created the Bloomberg Application Portal, available 
at APPS <GO>. This function aggregates all third-party services offered via the 
Bloomberg Professional service into a single offering, enabling ease of visibility and 
entitlements to users and administrators. 

Our App Portal offers applications across the entire range of users’ activities, 
including news, charting, technical analysis, market screening, data analysis, 
portfolio and risk analysis, valuation, and pricing. However, the Bloomberg 
Application Portal does NOT include any data products, such as exchange 
entitlements or research reports, which will continue to be administered as  
you have done in the past.

HOW TO USE THE BLOOMBERG APP PORTAL 
This schedule to the Bloomberg Agreement outlines the relevant terms affecting 
any current or future use of services via the Bloomberg App Portal. For simplicity 
and to notify you as early as possible, we initiate this schedule the first time any 
user within your firm clicks on an application in the Bloomberg App Portal, even 
in cases where the item comes at no charge at all. We use this opportunity to 
explain the terms and conditions under which these services are offered. 

The schedule can be signed electronically via the Bloomberg client service center. 
Signing the schedule does NOT in and of itself trigger any cost—it just marks your 
firm’s acknowledgment of our terms of service for the App Portal.  

WE LOOK FORWARD TO 
CONTINUING TO WORK  
WITH YOU
For any further App Portal  
questions please contact us  
at eprise@bloomberg.net
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
Learn more about how we can help your firm make the most of new apps.  
Visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.

BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE
To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not 
addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that 
integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle 
office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and 
capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, 
Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns 
data into a strategic asset. 


